40mm Non-Lethal Ammunition

Marking Agents
The Blunt Impact Projectile
(BIP) has a clear competitive
advantage over other less-lethal
kinetic energy ammunitions.
SDI’s disruptive technologies can
be used for both short and long
distances with a greater level of
safety, accuracy and reliability
than competing products.

The 40mm BIP MP Marking Powder round utilizes
SDI’s collapsible head technology and carries a
colored powder that temporarily marks the target
upon impact. This type of marking ammunition is
crucial for its psychological effect in riot and crowd
control scenarios.
The BIP MP helps to assert authority in specialized
scenarios where soldiers or law enforcement
officers require immediate dispersion of an
unlawful crowd.

When faced with a decision at a checkpoint, unruly protest or during a border patrol
incident, the BIP MP provides an alternative option that can assist in enforcing compliance
and deterrence.
The BIP ML round, similar to the BIP MP, delivers a marking liquid agent that is semipermanent in nature. In many riot and crowd control situations, law enforcement officials
are unable to apprehend individuals due to tactical constraints. With the BIP ML, military
and law enforcement officials can mark the group leaders who are breaking the law for
future apprehension.
The discharge of a colored liquid gives the target the impression that they are being
targeted. Additionally, the BIP ML offers a psychological deterrent in helping to enforce
compliance on the subject.
All of the SDI family of BIP products are based around patented, collapsible head
technology which acts as a riot deterrent, a crowd-control medium and an alternative to
lethal force in critical situations that demand less-lethal solutions.

The BIP ML’s colored liquid semipermanently marks target for future
apprehension

Desired effect of the BIP MP
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For additional information (MSDS, live fire demonstrations, product
quote, etc.), please contact your local SDI sales representative.
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